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SUMMARY 

A flus&type electrical pressure cell is used for measuring rapidly z 
changing aerodynamic forces on a fluttering control surface. By means 
of this method, fluctuations of pressure on en airfoil may be measured 
during flutter and the corresponding variations of hinge moment may be 
computed. Data ere presented for one cycle of control motion in order 
to show the applicability of the technique. It is concludedthatthis 
technique is valuable for the measurement of aerodynamic forces, It is 
pointed out that the method has special merit in the investigation of 
tweensionel effects end the study of upper and lower surfaces % 
pendent of one another. 

Some interesting results obtained using the flush-type electrical 
pressure cells ace presented. It is shown that separation has two 
effects: First, it reduces the hinge moment as might be expected; 
and, second, it increases the time lag of the hinge moment. Therefore, 
the upper and lower surfaces sre affected in a considerably different 
manner. It is further shown that the nonlinear static hinge moment can 
be closely approximated by the fundamental resultent hinge moment plus 
the -phase portion of the second harmonic. 

IRTRODTJCTIOE 

Generally speaking, the measurement of oscillating aerodynamic 
forces by the usual methods requires the precise determination of 
aI2 mechenical forces and, for tw+dhmmional results, the complete 
elimination of end effects. These requirmnts can be dispensed with 
if the aerodynamic forces at midspan can be measured directly 
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by a device such as an instantaneous recording pressure cell. t 

The present report deals with the application of such a pressure- 
measuring technique to the direct measurement'of aerodynamic forces in 
the investigation of transonlc flutter of control surfaces in the Ames 
l&foot hi-peed wind tunnel. 

i 

SYMBOLS 

The symbols used in this report are defined as followe: 
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P 

AP 

ba 

c, 
f 

P 

AP 

Ps 

Q 

t 

a 

&a 

Et% 

aileron hinge-mment coefficient 
(9 baiTFJ 

hinge moment, inch-pounds 

hinge-moment vector, inch-pounds 

free-stream Mtxh number 

pressure coefficient 

pressure+~oeffic~ient increment 

aileron span, inches 

root-mean square aileron chord, inches 

flutter frequency, cycles per secoti 

local static pressure , pounds per S~L@EJ inch 

local static pressure change, pounde per square inch 

free-stream static pressure, pound8 per square inch 

dynamic pressure , pounde per equare inch 

time, second8 

angle of attack, degrees 

aileroli angle, degrees or radians 

aileron position vector, degrees or radians 

t 
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cp phase angle relative to the starting point of the analysis, 
radians 

[fJ circular frequency (2~cf), radians per second 

MXELAND INSTRUMENT~ION 

Model 

Figure 1 shows the model mounted in the wind tunnel with some of 
the test instruments in the foreground. Jl'he upper half of the tunnel 
shell is partially opened and appears at the top of the photograph. 
The Mel was the same partiahpan wing described in reference 1 
except that the aileron was divided into three psrts of equal span to 
reduce the loads whiohhadresultedin structuralfailures during 
earlier tests. 5 inboard and outbosrd sections were restrained 
at zero aileron angle,while the center portion, which had a span of 
28.75 inches, was used for the flutter tests. As in reference 1, 
the wing was restrained in bending and torsion by a tip strut. A 
chordwise row of 23 pressure cells and a parallel row of static- 
pressure orifices were installed at a station 8.75 inch88 from the 
outboard eti of the portion of the aileron tested. 

The Pressure Cell 

The pressure cells used in this test (fig. 2) were of a special 
design having a pressure-s ecsitive diaphragm flush with the airfoil 
surface to avoid the phase and smplitude errors present when tubular 
or orifice connections sre used. The diaphragm was made of 0.00s 
inch steel and was soldered to a l/2-inchiiiameter steel cylinder. 
A l2O-ohm strain gage was cemented directly to the inner surface of 
the diaphraw and the electrical and reference pressure leads were 
taken out through an insulating plug at the other end of the cylinder. 
The natural frequency of this as8eI.Ebl.y was approximately 6000 cycles 
per second. In this test the fre+stresm static pressure was used 
as the reference pressure for all cells. 

Electrical Instrumentation 

The depee of amplification and stability required of an 
electrical system to operate with the flushAiaphm.gm pressure 
cells was not to be found in any commercially available equipment. 
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Therefore , special equi~nt was deed,igned by the RACA. .- 
An oscillator having a frequency of 2000 cycles per second was 

U80d to supply the bridge voltage for a resistaIhce bridge, one leg 
of which was the pressur+cell strain gage. In operation, the bridge 
was unbalanced a predetermined smount and the strair+gage pickup 
changed the unbalance in proportion to the pressure to be measured. 
The modulated carrier current was then amplified and rectified and 
indicated pressure changes with appropriate sign. Only 15 amplifier 
channels were available for this test so the data for 8 cells on the 
aileron and 7 cells on the wing were recorded. 

All data from 15 pressure cells, 4 accelerometers for indicating 
wing motion, a strain gage, an aileron position indicator, and a 
time reference were recorded by two oscillographs. The strain gage 
measured the force exerted by a hydraulic damper. The aileron 
position and the time reference were recorded by both instruments, 
which operated simultaneously. Correlation between the twc records 
was made by using the time reference to match cycles, with the exact 
correlation coming from the aileron-position trace. 

Precision 

In calibrating the pressure cells, it was found that tempera- 
ture changes caused a relatively large zero drift but that the slope 
of the calibrations was essentially unchanged. This is illustrated 
for one cell in figure 3. For-the tests, the bridge circuit balance 
was adjusted ao that the entire calibration fell within the linear 
range of the szuplifier. Static calibrationa of four typical cells 
appear in figure 4. 

The frequency response of the pressure-celL%z@ifier system 
was investigated by imposing a known preseure variation on the 
pressure cells at several frequencies. The dynamic respmu3e corr+ 
sponded to the static calibration for frequencies up to 20 cycles 
per second. At 30 cycles per second the response had dropped 
7.5 percent, at 40 cycles 17 percent, and at 0 cycles 33 percent. 
In the total hinge mmnt only the second tinic is significant 
co-ed to the fundsmental. !I!& emor in the second hEu?mmic due 
to decreased response at 41 cycles per second (fundsmental frequency 
20.5 cycles per second) is about 3 percent of the fundamental. Sub- 
sequent to the test, it was found that the decreased reeponse at the 
higher frequencies was due to-a filter choke in the wzqplifier circuit. 
A new choke has been installed which will give, for future tests a 
flat response curve up to 30 cycles per second, l-percent loss at 

. 
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50 cycles, ad 2-1/2-perceht loss at 100 cyClea. 

By using photostatic enlargements of the original o'scillograph 
records it was possible to read time to an accuracy of O&U03 second, 

at 20 cycles per second, 0.6 percent in frequency and phase angle, 
%ch gives a maximum possible phaswle error of about 2.2O. The 
accuracy of the osoillograph timing lines was checked against a 60- 
cycle input and found to be better than the accuracy with which the 
e+xcged records could be read. 

Because of the zero drift mentioned above, it was possible to 
read only the pressure variations accurately and therefore only 
hinge-momnt veria.tions could be computed. However, since the control 
surface was floating, the hinge momsnt at the neutral position was 
zero statically and the dynamic hinge moment was the total hinge 
moment acting on the aileron during flutter. 

To check the effect of curve fairing, one chordwise pressure 
variation was based on varioue assumed etatic+ressure distributions 
and integrated. The deviation was found to be not greater than 
2-l/2 percent of the maximum hinge lnoment. AU tbls deviation was 
due to differences in f&ring the curves.' 

During flutter the inertia force due to acceleration of the 
diaphragm and strain Me produces a response which is in some cases 
a significant.part of the total oscillogram reading. Figure 5 shows, 
for a frequency of 20.5 cycles per second, the computed variation of 
the inertia force over the chord of the aileron in terme of an equiv- 
alent pressure. Since the inertia force is SO0 out of phase with 
velocity, the net work done by it in a complete cycle is zero. 
Howevel', because the inertia force has an effect on the force com- 
ponent in phase with the aileron motion and on the phase angle of 
the resultant force, & correction was applied to the in-phase COIW 
portent of the total hinge moment in order to compare the serwc 
component with the moment due to the inertia of the aileron. 

RESUiXSANDDISCUSGION 

In order to examine the pressure-cell technique as critically as 
possible, the results from one cycle of motion at 20.5 cycles per 
second will be analyzed and checked with information or data obtained 
from other sources. The data for the cycle analyzed were obtained at 
0.8 Mach nu&er and 1.3O angle of attack. 
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General Considerations 

The normal position of the aerodynamic hinge moment for static 
conditions as represented in a vector diagram is 180' ahead of the 
position vector and results in a straight-line variation of hinge 
moment with displacement. In the case of a self-excited oscillation, 
such as is discussed in this report, there is also an aerodynamic 
component gO" ahead of the displacement (in phase with the velocity) 
which produces a resultant vector leading the motion by less than 
BOO. A plot of the resultant hinge moment against control displace- 
msnt shows a typical hysteresis loop, the area of which is a direct 
measure of the energy being put into the oscillating system by the 
aerodynamic forces. As the phase angle of the resultant hinge 
moment approaches that of the velocity vector (9' ahead of the dis- 
placement) the hysteresis loop becomes mre open, indicating that 
more energy is being put into the system. 

In reference 1, it was hypothesized that a time lag in the 
change -of circulation placed the hingmment vector in a phase 
position less than 180° ahead of the control motion. The resulting 
hinge-momnt.comEonent in phase with.~he.~elocit~_puts energy into .~~. 
the system and produces the one-degree-of-freedom oscillation known 

..-- 

as transonic flutter. 

The pressure-cell data will now be analyzed and evaluated using 
the concepts which have been discuseed previously. 

t 

Individual Cells 
. 

The information obtained with the equipment that has been 
described was recorded as a function of time as shown in figure 6. 
The pressure data have been converted to pressure-coefficient 
increments and plotted in figures 7 and 8 as a function of aileron 
angle through one cycle of motion. The plotted points were computed 
for equal intervals of time. The only other basic data shown in this 
report are the chordwise pressures obtained with fixed aileron posi- 
tions. (See figs. 9 and 10.) The instantaneous preseure data were 
analyzed to obtain figures ll to 15. 

Returning to figure 6, it can be seen that the aileron motion 
is very nearly sinusoidal, while the individual pressures are periodic 
at the saze frequency but are not sinusoidal. The deviations from 
the pure wave form may be explained to some extent by the following: 
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(a) The sudden'pressure change? through the shock would account 
for the square wave effect recorded by the cell at B-percent chord 
on the upper surface. 

(b) Some interference might be due to the wing bendfng at 42.3 
cycles per second (aileron motion 20.5 cps), as shown by the wing- 
motion traces. The actual wing motion in bending was only 0.015 inch 
in amplitude and does not appear tit lower aileron frequencies (not 
shown in this report), indicating that bending resonance was excited. 
The cell a,t 8O-percent chord on the top surface indicates interference 
very nearly in phase with the wing motion. This fact coupled with the 
small absolute.wing motion indicates a direct inertia effect on the 
diaphragm and not any aerodynamic twtiegremf-freedom influences. 

(c) The most important causes of the nonlinearity of the finaL 
I resultant are probably changes in the time lag and changes in the 

degree of separation through a cycle. Either one or both of these 
could cause the effect noted in figures 7 and 8 of opening the hyster- 
esis loop on one part of the cycle and closing or reversing the loop 
direction on the other. This effect on the loop can be expressed. 
mathematically by a second harmonic, as will be shown later. 

The chordwise changes of the pressure fluctuations (figs. ll and 
12) can be explained at least to some extent by the static--pressure 
data (figs. 9 and 10). It is recognized, of course, that the fixed- 
control data. do not show the effect of angular velocity or acceleration. 
The large pressure change at 55 percent of the chord on the top surface 
is caused by the passage of the shock mve over the cell with its associ- 
ated large pressure change. The dynamic changes after the shock all ce 
pare with those indicated statically except that from the static data 
a larger variation might be expected at 80 percent of the chord. On 
the lower wing surface (fig. 121, two cells (49 and 57 percent) appear 
to be affected by the shock wave. The much larger change aft of the 
shock on the lower surface of the aileron as compared to the upper 
surface might be associated with the smaller munt of separation to 
be expected on the lower surface. On both-surfaces, variations occur 
ahead of the shock which do not show up in the static plots; 
therefore, it is probable that these fluctuations are functions of 
the angular velocity and acceleration, being relatively independent 
of the control position. Future studies of the variations in front 
of the shock m~ty be necessary. 

Figures 7 and 8 are of value in that they show the time lag of 
the pressures relative to the aileron motion a& In the c&se of the 
cells on the aileron the are& within the curves 15 a measure of the 

. 
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energy beizg put into or taken out. of the system. From the point of 
view of the time lag involved, it is obvious, as mentioned before, 
that the time lag is chsnging through a cycle of motion. This effect 
leads to a nonlinear type of solution and, in order to determine if 
the system of nonlinear influences has any consistent pattern, the 
re5.dings of each of the cells have been subjected to a harmonic snal- 
ysis. The phase position and magnitude of the first five hsrmonics 
are shown in tables I and II. The actual aileron motion deviated 
from a pure wave form to the extent of containing 7.5percent second 
harmonic and less than 2 percent of the third, fourth, and fifth 
harmonics (table III) so that the motion was of a relatively pure 
sinusoidal form. The reason for this purity is indicated by the phase 
positions of the harmonfcs.(tables I and II) and shows up in the 
integrated results that will be discussed next. 

Integrated Results 

In order to evaluate the hinge moments, the pressures plotted 
in figures 11 and 12 were integrated for the first moment about the 
hinge line. The hinge moments for 1 inch of span due to the pressure 
fluctuation6 on the upper and lower surfaces have been evaluated in&~ 
pendently and are shown in figures 13 and 14 a6 a function of aileron 
angle. me u~~=r~.md: 'tow~~_~ace..~o~9~~4~~.wey_e_.thep,~~ed vet--. 
torially to obtain the total aerodynamic hinge moment presented in 

_ T- 

figure 15. The dotted lines show the starting of the next cycle of 
motion which was not used in the analysis. Harmonic analysis of these 
results shows that of the higher harmonics only the second is signifi- . 
cant. (See table III.) The smaller ovem11 harmonic content in the 
resultant hinge moment as compared to the individual cell pressure6 is 
caused by the different phase positions of the harmonic vectors of the 
individual pressures, which also indicates, as previously suggested, 
that variationa in the time lag through a cycle cause the effective 
second harmonic. 

Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the motion and hinge-mament variation6 
indicated by including only the first and second harmonic6 of each. . .- 
The test points are indicated in the figures. 

It might be expected that the higher average velocity outside 
the boundary layer over the aft portion of the airfoil resulting 
from separated flow would increase the time lag, and this same sepa- 
rated flow would cause lower m~tximum hingmmsnt fluctuations. 
Since'the airfoil tested ha5 a greater tendency toward separation on 
the upper surface than on the lower surface, the hinge moments obtained 
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from the press ure-cell data and presented in figures 13 and 14 wil& 
be examined for this effect. The maximumhinge momsntacting ona 
l-inch;wide chordwise strip of the upper surface is only 28 inch- 
Rounds compared to 49 inch-pounds on the lower surface, but the upper- 
surface loop indicstes 8 phase angle nesrer *O. Therefore, the energy 
input for the two surfaces is nearly the sams, the reduced hinge 
moment for the upper surface being compensated by a phase angle closer 
to go". 

Resolution of the Aerodynamic Moments 

As explained in reference 2, periodic motions and forces may be 
described by the projections of rotating vectors on a line, the 
Jmgnitude of the vectors being equal to the maximum displacement or 
force. 

It is also proved in reference 2 that a harmonic force Ath a 
frequency different from that of the motion does zero net work in a 
time interval which includes an integral number of cycles of both 
force and motion. Therefore, the second snd higher hsrmonics of the 
hinge moment produce zero net work during one cycle of the fundamon- 
tal motion and, as the aileron motion is so nearly pure, only the 
fundamental hinge moments in table III will be considered in the 
comparison of aerodynamic and mechanical forces. 

In order for a steady oscillation to exist, the resultant of 
the vectors which represent the varying hinge mnts must be zero. 
If the resultant is not zero the oscillation will be either diverging 
or converging, depending on the vector position of the resultant. 
Since the amplitude of the aileron angle was relatively constant for 
the record from which ths cycle being analyzed was taksn, it is reason- 
able to assume that the remikant of the aerodynamic and mechanical 
moments should be zero and comparison will be made on this basis. 

Harmonic analysis of-the data in figure 15, starting at an. 
arbitrary place in a cycle, gave the following equations for the 
aileron motion and the total hfnge moment: 

8a - A.65 sin at + 2.67 COB at (1) 

H= 45.13 sin& - 54.25 COB at (2) 

The vector diagram for these equations is shown in figure 19 where 
the cosine terms are plotted on the vertical axis and the sine terms 
on the horizontal axis. The hinge moment and aileron angle are 
obtained from the projections of these rotating vectors on the vertical 
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axis. Rotation is measured counterclockwise from the positive side 
of tb.e horizontal axis. Since the inertia forces are in phase with 
the resultant motion and viscous d8mping forces lag the motion by 
90°, it will be convenient to rewrite equations (1) and (2) so that 
the aerodyn8mic moment is resolved into components in phase with and 
9o" out of phase with the resultant of the motion vectors, 

with 
8a = 5.36 sin Cut 

. 
(31 

then 
H = 46.19 sin& + 24.48 COB cut (4) 

A correction can now be made for the effect of the inertis of the 
pressure-cell diaphragms. It was found that the inertia forces of 
the diaphragms reduced the in-phase component by 4.88 inch;pounds, 
making the corrected in+mase coefficient -71.07. Figure 20 shows 
the vector diagram for the ins and out-of-ph8se components with the 
inertia correctian included. From this diagram, it can be seen that 
the inqhase component of hinge moment is negative and directly 
opposed to the forces due to acceleration. The out-of-phase component 
is 90' ahead of the displacement and in phase with the velocity 
(negative aerodynamic damping); consequently, it puts energy into the 
system and must be counteracted by positive damping forces in order 
for 8 steady oscill8tion to exist. 

. 

l 

Comparison of Aerodynamic With Inertia Moments . 

The 8bWe values of hinge moment am for 8 chordwise strip of l- 
inch span. In order to arrive at the moments for the complete control 
it is necess8ry to assum? a spglnwise distribution. Since the strip 
being 8IU%lyZed w&s one-third of the control span from one end of the 
control, it was assumed that the values obtained should be reasonable 
averages and they were multiplied directly by the control sp8n of 
28.75 inches to Obtain one aerodynamic component of 2042 inch-pounds 
180° out of phase with the motion and another of '704 inchqounds 90' 
ahead of the motion and in phase with the velocity. The moment of 
inertia of the control surface was 1.53 inch;pounds seconds squared 
and the circular frequency ~1) of the motion was 128.9 radians per 
second. From theee values ap inertia moment of 2378 inch-pounds was 
computed. The viscous damping moment from the oscillograph record was 
168 inch-pounds. The mschanic81 and aerodynamic moments for the complete 
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control are shown in the vector diagram of figure 21. The difference 
between the inertia moment and the oppoeing aerodynamic moment amounts 
to 15 percent of the inertia moment. It IS believed that this is a 
reasonably good check on the sccur8cy of the pressur~ell system when 
the approximations involved are considered. The much larger discrep- 
ancy between the d8mping components is probably due to serodyn8mic 
damping at the ends of the control. 

Comparison of Static and Dynamic Hinge Moments 

In reference 1, it was suggested that the static hinge moment be 
used as the resultant hinge moment with its position in the vector 
di8gram being determined by the empirical phase equation presented. 
It is interesting to compare the dynamic results for this one cycle 
with what might be predicted by the method of reference 1. The 
resultant of the in- and out-of-ph8se components divided by-the 
maximum aileron angle of 5.360 gives 8 hinge+xoment coefficient per 
degree of motion of 0.016 compared with a static value of about 0.021 
for the complete control. This comparison is obtained by rewriting 
equation (4) and including the inertia effect of the diaphragm so that 

H= 75.2 sin (at + 2.79) 

and then letting the phase angle (2.7'9 radians) equal zero which cant- - 
pares with the recommiended procedure outlined in reference 1 for 
predicting the hingeament slope. As 8 further iIWeStig8tiOn, the 
second harmonic of the hinge moment can be written in the following 
manner: 

H = 2.15 SW 2 ti -9.94 cos 2 at 

or 

H = 4.30 0Fn art COB as-b + 9.94 sin* cot - 9.94 cos* cut 

Then in figure 22 the in-phase component is added to the resultant or 

H= 75.2 sin cnt + 9.94 sin* at 

These hinge moments 8re then plotted 8s 8 function of the aileron angle 
88 determined from equation (1). It is interesting to note that the 
dynamic values tend to follow the static hingeeoment data obtained 
from strain-e measurements on the complete aileron, which substasti- 
ate to a considerable degree the hypothesis of reference 1 th8t the 
dynamic resultant is not greatly different from the static hinge moments. 
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COIKUIOING REMARES 

. 
A valuable technique employing electrical pressure cells has 

been developed for the direct measurement of oscillating air forces. 
Results obtained from the analysis of one cycle of motion are shown. 
This technique has particular 8dWXltageS in the study of two- 
dimension81 effects 8nd also in the independent investigation of 
upper and lower surfaces or parts thereof. 

The analysis presented in demonstrating the technique showed 
that 8n increase in separation increases the time lag and decreases 
the hinge moment. 

It is also shown for the single case that the nonlinear static 
hinge moment can be 8pprOXimated by the fundamental resultant hinge 
mount plus the inqh8se portion of the second h8rmonic. 

Ames Aeron8utice.l laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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Fi,mbaaW Mfignitude of harnbmics as a Phase of aresliltantfor 
resultant percent of the flmdemmtal harmonics noted, cp I 

0.0782 52.6 11.8 1 10.5 1 3.81 1.29 162 1 103 1 14 1162 

.I.462 1 51.3 1 14.6 1 14.1112.71 343 1 347 1 41. 1 96 1 54 

.1641 1 38.0 9.6 1 1.3 1 4.91 136 1 '6' 1 252 1 117 11X' 

-0319 1 58.3 1 23.8 1 3.11 67 1 0 1135 

-1705 1 31.8 3.9 1 2.11 s.oj 155 1 96 1 117 1 124 1 45 
I I I I I 

.16Q4 19.7 2.5 1.2 1.9 141 347 0 270 251 

.ogl7 1 41.8 5.5 1 6.21 3.29 1 233 1 135 1 90 
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F igure l.- Test eetup for the measuring of imtantaneou~ preeeuree an B wing 
ma 00ntd. 
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Figure 2.- Pressure oell used for measuring rapidly varying pressures. 
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atietvn angles. 
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figufe 12 - 6ltadwlbe bwTtbfitm of pressu/e on fhe hnV8r Wi%c8 during oikwm OscitMims. 
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figure 13. -hsfunfuneous hinge momenfs on the upper 

sufface 0s u function of uilef on ungle for one inch 

of spun. 

, 
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figure /4.-lnsfunfuneous hinge moments on the lower 

surface 425 u function of uiiefon ungle tbr one inch 

of spun. 
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figufe 15. - TOW hstuntuneous hinge moments tb/ one 

inch of span us u function of ffdefon ungie. 
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figufe /6-Upper-surface hiffge moments, hf one inch of 
spun, us u function of ui/efon angle computed from 
the fifst and second hufmonics of Me expefimenful 
tf& with the fesf points shown. 
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figure /Z-Lower-suffuce hinge moments3 for one inch of 
s cm, us a function of uiiefon ung/e computed from the 
P ifst and second hufmonics of fhe expermenfd dufu 
wifh fhe test points shown. 
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figure /8.- Tofu/ hinge momenfs for one inch of spt~~~ us 
u funcfion of aileron ungls computed from the flrsf 
and second hufmonics of the expefimenful dufa wifh 
Me fesf poinfs shown. 
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figufe ./9: - Vecfof fepfesenfufion of Me fundumenfuk of 
per/4d/c aleron ungie und uil’eron hinge momenf 
o&fumed from hufmonic unuiysis of expefimen fd 
dafa. cuf) 09 
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Fiyufe 20. - Vecfor fepfesintufion of fhe ui/efon and 
hhge-moment fundumenfuh wifh fhe hinge-momenf 
vecfar resolved info components 90° and /80°0uf of 
@use wiX4 the fesulfunf u/;lsron wecfor. Lytt 150: 
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fii3ur8 2/- Vsctor comparison of atwvtfytwmic and mechanica/ hinge moments. ~4 04 
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figufe 22.- Compufht7 of the expefimenful sfufic hinge 

mmenf w/th fhe eguiuu/enf sfufic hinge moment 

abfuhed from dynumic pressure-ceil dufu. 
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